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Beacon-based structures in polygonal domains

Michael Biro∗ Jie Gao† Justin Iwerks∗ Irina Kostitsyna† Joseph S. B. Mitchell∗

Abstract

We consider beacon-based point-to-point routing and
coverage problems motivated by sensor-network appli-
cations. A beacon b is a point that can be activated to
effect a ‘gravitational pull’ toward itself everywhere in
a polygonal domain P .
We demonstrate polynomial-time algorithms to com-

pute the attraction region of a beacon, the inverse at-

traction region of a point and a connected polygonal
region, and the beacon kernel of a polygon.
We establish a polynomial-time algorithm for routing

from a point s to a point t using a discrete set of candi-
date beacons, as well as a 2-approximation and a PTAS
for routing between unrestricted beacons placed in P .

1 Introduction

The model of beacon-based routing in this paper is an
analog of geographical greedy routing in sensor net-
works. In geographical routing [3, 6], each node is given
a Euclidean coordinate and a message is delivered to the
neighbor with minimum Euclidean distance to the des-
tination. When sensor distribution is very dense (i.e.,
close to infinity), geographical routing will always fol-
low the straight line toward the destination, or, when
the message hits the network boundary, may follow a
boundary edge to greedily minimize the distance to the
destination. This is precisely the model of beacon based
routing in this paper, with the destination as a beacon.
Our model is also related to a family of routing

schemes in sensor networks that use landmarks [4, 5, 7].
Here, a subset of nodes, called landmarks, first flood
the network such that each node records the distance
to each landmark. For routing toward a destination, a
function based on the distance vector to the landmarks
is used to select the next hop. The one most similar to
our model is adopted in [7], where the message is routed
toward one landmark until the current node is an equal
distance away from the landmark as the destination. At
this point, a new landmark is selected. We examine the
algorithmic structures for determining landmark place-
ment in order to support this type of routing.
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In our model [2], a beacon can occupy a point location
on the interior or the boundary of P , ∂P . When a
beacon is activated, all points p ∈ P move along straight
lines toward b until they either reach b or make contact
with ∂P . If contact is made with ∂P , p will follow along
∂P as long as its straight line distance to b decreases
monotonically. p may alternate between moving in a
straight line path toward b on the interior of P and
following along ∂P . If p is unable to move so that its
distance to b decreases monotonically, we say p is ‘stuck’
and has reached a local minimum or dead point on ∂P

(see Figure 1). If p reaches b we say that b attracts p.
Two points are routed if there is a sequence of beacons
that can be activated and then deactivated, one at a
time in order, such that a point beginning at a source
s would visit each beacon in the sequence after it is
activated and terminate at a destination t, which we
always assume to be a beacon itself.
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Figure 1: x and y are dead points with respect to the
beacon b.

2 Our Results

The first problem we consider is computing, for a given
beacon b, the subset of the polygon P that b attracts.
This is called the attraction region of b, A(b). To com-
pute A(b) we find the split vertices of the polygon P ,
which are reflex vertices of P that may contribute an
edge to the boundary of the attraction region. These
split edges have one endpoint at a split vertex v and the
other at the first intersection with ∂P of the ray cen-

tered at v in the direction
−→
bv. Split edges, along with
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edges and pieces of edges of P , form the boundary of
the attraction region of b [1].
The attraction region algorithms use a triangulation

of P to compute the split edges that form the boundary
of the attraction region. If we begin at a vertex of A(b)
and traverse the boundary of P , following along split
edges when encountered, we obtain the attraction region
of b.

Theorem 1 The attraction region of a beacon b in a

simple polygon P with n vertices can be computed in

O(n) time. The attraction region of a beacon b in a

polygon P with n vertices and h holes can be computed

in time O(nh+ n logn).

Using this attraction-region algorithm, we find a min-

imum beacon path between two points s, t, where bea-
cons are chosen from a discrete set of m candidates.
A minimum beacon path from s to t is the small-
est possible collection of points b1, b2, . . . , bk in P with
the property that b1 attracts s, bi+1 attracts bi for
i = 1, . . . , k − 1, and t attracts bk. The algorithm con-
structs a digraph G whose vertices are the candidate lo-
cations and which has the edge (u, v) if u ∈ A(v). The
minimum beacon path is then given by the shortest s−t

path in G.

Theorem 2 A minimum beacon path from s to t, cho-

sen from a set of m candidate locations in a polygon P ,

can be found in time O(mn+m2) for simple polygons,

and O(mnh+m2 log h) for polygons with holes.

Next, we compute, for a given point p in a simple
polygon P , the beacon locations that attract p. This
subset of P is called the inverse attraction region of p,
IA(p). To find the inverse attraction region, build an
arrangement of lines given by edge extensions, perpen-
diculars to reflex vertex edges, and lines from p through
the vertices of P . IA(p) is a subset of the faces of this
arrangement. Expanding on this, we compute the in-
verse attraction region of a connected polygonal region
R, |R| = m, by building a similar arrangement with mn

lines through all vertices of R and P [1].

Theorem 3 The inverse attraction region of a point

p in a polygon P with n vertices can be computed in

O(n2) time. Furthermore, the inverse attraction region

of a connected polygonal region R, |R| = m, in P can

be computed in time O(m2n2).

Using this algorithm we can approximate a minimum
beacon path by building an inverse attraction graph on
a triangulation and then placing two beacons for every
vertex on the shortest s− t path in the graph.

Theorem 4 Doubling the shortest path in the inverse

attraction graph of a triangulation of the polygon P

gives a 2-approximation to the minimum beacon path

in P in time O(n3). This approach can be iterated into

a PTAS for minimum beacon paths.

Using the arrangement from the inverse attraction re-
gion algorithm, we can also find the beacon kernel of a
polygon P , i.e., all beacons b that attract the entire
polygon.

Theorem 5 The beacon kernel of a polygon P can be

computed in time O(n2).

3 Conclusion

We have developed several algorithms to compute struc-
tures to aid in beacon routing. Using these algorithms
we can approximate minimum beacon paths for general
beacons and find exact paths for discrete beacon sets
in polynomial time. Future work will attempt to find
an exact algorithm for computing a minimum beacon
path in polynomial time or show that finding a mini-
mum beacon path is NP-hard.
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